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Magnetic dichroism study of the valence-band structure
of perpendicularly magnetized Co/Cu„111…
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The electronic structure of three monolayers~ML ! Co on Cu~111!, grown with Pb as a surfactant and capped
with two ML Cu, was studied using magnetic circular dichroism in valence-band photoemission. The easy axis
of magnetization in these films is perpendicular to the surface, allowing an experimental setup of extreme
symmetry~photon spin, light incidence, electron emission, and magnetization all aligned and perpendicular to
the surface!. In such a geometry features observed in magnetic dichroism can be directly related to the
symmetry character of the relativistic band structure. Experimental data in the photon energy range of 6–24 eV
are presented. The observed magnetic dichroism and its dispersion with photon energy can be explained on the
basis of direct transitions in a bulklike band structure of Co.@S0163-1829~98!04109-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic dichroism in photoemission is the modificati
of intensity distribution curves by reversal of the magneti
tion direction. It is due to the interplay of the spin orbit an
exchange coupling in magnetic materials~see, for example
Refs. 1–4!. Since this interplay is of basic importance in th
relativistic band structure of ferromagnets, magnetic dich
ism in valence-band photoemission should be a most ap
priate technique for studying the electronic properties
magnetic materials. Its differential nature allows the fac
identification of magnetic contributions in a spectrum a
makes it superior to conventional photoemission. In cont
to spin-resolved photoemission, which also probes
exchange-split nature of the valence bands, measuring m
netic dichroism has the advantage of relatively short acq
sition times, because only photoelectron intensities are
corded. Furthermore, it has been quite recently reported
due to spin-dependent transport the contribution of surf
resonances may be strongly overemphasized in spin-reso
photoemission spectra.5

For experimental geometries of high symmetry, analy
considerations yield a set of direct relations between the r
tivistic symmetry character of the valence bands and the
served dichroism.6 This has been experimentally verified fo
perpendicularly magnetized Ni films, where the virtue
magnetic circular dichroism in angular distributio
~MCDAD! for band structure investigations has been s
cessfully demonstrated.4 It has been shown that dichroism
spectra deliver an impressive amount of information ab
the details in the exchange and spin-orbit split band struc
compared to conventional photoemission. The usefulnes
MCDAD for the investigation of magnetic band structur
holds in general for all experimental arrangements, altho
the interpretation in experimental configurations of low sy
570163-1829/98/57~9!/5340~7!/$15.00
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metry is less obvious, and additional fully relativistic phot
emission calculations may be advisory. Setups of extre
symmetry, on the other hand, in which the magnetization
perpendicular to the surface and aligned to the wave vec
of both the photon incidence and the electron emission,
especially convenient to interpret the data in terms of
band symmetry.4,6 In such a case a maximum number
different relativistic symmetry characters is assigned to
bands, which together with the nonrelativistic dipole sele
tion rules makes it easy to extract the desired informat
from the spectra. It is thus desirable to seek geometries w
such high symmetries.

In Ref. 4 the direct connection between the relativis
band symmetry and MCDAD was demonstrated for a surf
with a fourfold symmetry, namely, the fcc~100! surface of
Ni films. The comparison of experimental MCDAD spect
with relativistic photoemission calculations corroborated
band structure origin of the dichroism, giving the expe
menter an invaluable tool at hand for band structure inve
gations of ferromagnets.

In this contribution we will test the analytical expressio
of Ref. 6 describing the MCDAD for a surface with threefo
symmetry and perpendicular magnetization. To do so we
perpendicularly magnetized Co films on Cu~111!, grown
with Pb as surfactant. The MCDAD will then be applied
study the magnetic band structure of the Co films.

Without surfactants, the growth of Co on Cu~111! is ac-
companied by three-dimensional island formation and sta
ing faults.9–11 At film thicknesses above 3 monolayers~ML !
a considerable amount of Co assumes the hcp phase.9,10,12A
perpendicular easy axis of the magnetization was repo
exclusively for very thin film thicknesses.13,14 Capping the
Co film with Cu increases the perpendicular anisotropy14 and
extends this thickness region for the perpendicular magn
zation up to 2 ML.15 Previous spin-resolved measuremen
5340 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 5341MAGNETIC DICHROISM STUDY OF THE VALENCE- . . .
of Co/Cu~111! ~Refs. 7,8! were carried out at film thick-
nesses where the Co films are mainly hcp. Near theG point
of the Brillouin zone an exchange splitting of 1.460.15 eV
for the lower d bands was found.7 Varying the emission
angle for photoemission excited by NeI radiation yielded
dispersion predominantly of minority bands.8

The morphology of the Co films can be significantly im
proved by using Pb as a surfactant during the film growth16

The Pb is floating on the surface of the Co film and also
top of a Cu cap layer at all stages of deposition.16 The film
growth is forced into a layer-by-layer mode, and the form
tion of stacking faults is effectively suppressed.16 The much
lower roughness of the Pb-grown films and the absenc
stacking faults also affects the magnetic properties: In
capped Cu/Co/Cu~111! structure a perpendicular magnetiz
tion is now observed up to a Co thickness of 3–4 ML.15 This
and the observation of a complete antiferromagnetic in
layer exchange coupling in Pb-grown Co/Cu/C
multilayers15,17 points toward a much smoother Co/Cu inte
face compared to films grown without a surfactant.

To study the bulk band structure by using thin films it
favorable to go to film thicknesses as high as possible. U
ally the magnetic dipole interaction acts to keep the mag
tization in the film plane when the thickness is increased
the Co/Cu~111! system, 3–4 ML seems to be about the hig
est Co film thickness with an out-of-plane remane
magnetization.15 We therefore used~Pb!/2 ML Cu/3 ML Co/
Cu~111! films for the dichroism measurements. These fil
offer the advantage of a well-defined fcc structure with a l
surface or interface roughness. We will show that
MCDAD of these films exhibits already a distinct dispersi
along theL axis which can be explained by direct transitio
within a bulklike band structure.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were carried out in a UHV chamb
~base pressure 131028 Pa! equipped with facilities for low-
energy electron diffraction~LEED!, Auger electron spectros
copy ~AES!, magneto-optical Kerr-effect~MOKE!, medium
energy electron diffraction~MEED!, and thin film growth.
Details of the setup may be found in Ref. 18.

Before deposition of Co and Cu, 1.5 ML of Pb we
evaporated onto the clean sample. Pb was evaporated fr
stainless steel crucible by indirect heating with a tungs
filament. The Pb coverage was calibrated by monitoring
MEED specular intensity during growth. 1.5 ML of P
showed the typical (434) reconstruction LEED pattern.15,19

The sample temperature was 450 K during Pb evaporat
which is still below the temperature at which embedded
atoms on Cu~111! have been found,19 and 300 K for the
subsequent Co and Cu depositions. High purity Co and
was evaporated by electron bombardment from a cobalt
and a molybdenum crucible, respectively. Typical deposit
rates for all three materials were 0.2 ML/min, while the ov
all pressure in the chamber did not exceed 231028 Pa (5
31028 Pa in the case of Pb!. No surface contamination
above the AES detection limit ('1%! could be detected af
ter any of the deposition steps. It was checked using A
that the complete Pb coverage was floating on the sur
after deposition of the Co or Cu films. Identical Pb (434)
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LEED patterns were observed before and after Co and
deposition. All of the 2 ML Cu/3 ML Co/Cu~111! films pro-
duced rectangular hysteresis loops of the polar Kerr effec
room temperature.

Photoemission spectra were taken at the 6.5 m norm
incidence monochromator beamline of the Berlin synch
tron radiation facility~BESSY!, with a circular polarization
of about 90%.20 As mentioned in Sec. I, the spectra pr
sented in this paper were taken in the totally symmetric c
figuration, i. e., normal incidence of the incoming radiatio
and normal emission of the outgoing photoelectrons. T
sample temperature during the acquisition of the photoem
sion spectra was 300 K. The presence of the remanent m
netization was checked by MOKE before and after each
the measurements. To rule out apparatus induced asym
tries, spectra for both helicities of the incoming light we
taken for both magnetization directions of the sample.

The electron spectrometer is described in de
elsewhere.21 It allows the detection of normally emitted elec
trons for normal incidence of the incoming radiation. For t
measurements presented in this paper it was operated
fixed pass energy of 8 eV, resulting in an overall ener
resolution of approximately 200 meV~including the mono-
chromator resolution!. The angular acceptance can be es
mated to be less than62°.

III. THEORY

Before turning to the experimental results and their int
pretation, it is useful to recall briefly the analytical descri
tion of MCDAD by J. Henket al.6 Instead of using the no
menclature of the magnetic double group, we follow t
concept of Ref. 6 and express initial and final states in te
of the symmetries of the nonmagnetic double group, but w
Kramer’s degeneracy lifted.

In the nonmagnetic case, the symmetry of the~111! sur-
face isC3v . Relativistic electronic states can be classified
two irreducible representations of the double groupL6 and
L4,5. The final states for normal emission haveL6 symme-
try. For normal light incidence and normal electron emissi
only transitions between initial states containingL3 spatial
symmetry and final states withL1 spatial symmetry are al
lowed. Although the spatial symmetry, i.e., the irreducib
representation of the~nonrelativistic! single group, is not a
good quantum number in the presence of spin-orbit coupl
we will append an upper index to the double group repres
tation indicating the predominant spatial symmetry.

The presence of the perpendicular magnetization redu
the symmetry of the system and lifts Kramer’s degenera
Each of the two-dimensional irreducible double group rep
sentationsL6 andL4,5 of the nonmagnetic case decompo
into a pair of one-dimensional representations, labeled
cording to Ref. 6L61, L62, L4,51, andL4,52. The 1
(2) sign thereby denotes the symmetry behavior under t
reversal. It does not refer to majority or minority spin, b
cause the latter is, as the spatial symmetry, not a good q
tum number in the presence of spin-orbit coupling. Witho
interband hybridization, however, bands with opposite s
character exhibit also opposite time-reversal symmetry
the sense that majority bands withL3 spatial symmetry have
negative (2) time-reversal symmetry.
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Transitions in the totally symmetric experimental config
ration occur, in our nomenclature, between initial states
L6

31, L6
32, L4,5

3 1, andL4,5
3 2 symmetry, and final states o

L6
11 andL6

12 symmetry. The contributions of these trans
tions to the photoemission intensity for parallel or antipar
lel alignment of photon spins and sample magnetizationM
can be expressed in terms of partial matrix elementsMi

ss8 .
Here, the notation is thatM4,5

12 , for example, describes tran
sitions from an initial state withL4,5

3 2 symmetry to a final
state withL6

11 symmetry. The photoemission intensity fo
parallel alignment ofs andM , according to Ref. 6, is

I ~↑↑ !52uM6
12u21uM4,5

21u21uM4,5
22u2. ~1!

For antiparallel alignment, we obtain

I ~↑↓ !52uM6
21u21uM4,5

12u21uM4,5
11u2. ~2!

In the nonrelativistic limit there are two majority and tw
minority bands withL3 spatial symmetry along theL axis of
the Brillouin zone. Each of these four bands is energetic
split by the spin-orbit interaction into two bands withL4,5
andL6 symmetry. Because the spin-orbit coupling in thed
valence bands of Co is about one order of magnitude sm
than the exchange splitting, we end up with closely spa
doublets of bands with parallel spin and different dou
group symmetry, separated from other doublets with op
site spin by the exchange splitting. This is true as long as
hybridization with other bands occurs.

Let us now consider the dichroism one should observe
changing either the light helicity or the magnetization dire
tion. The dichroism is the intensity difference upon helic
or magnetization reversal:

D5I ~↑↑ !2I ~↑↓ !. ~3!

The contribution of theL6 bands to the dichroismD is of the
type uM6

12u22uM6
21u2. This means, for a given light helic

ity only bands with eitherL61 symmetry or with L62
symmetry contribute to the spectra. Without hybridizatio
these bands are separated by the exchange splitting; this
ation should lead to a pronounced dichroism. Bands w
L4,5 symmetry, on the other hand, give a contributi
uM4,5

21u22uM4,5
11u21uM4,5

22u22uM4,5
12u2. Here, contrary to the

L6 bands, transitions from bothL4,51 and L4,52 bands
occur for each light helicity. Changing the helicity, trans
tions from the same initial state bands, but into different fi
state bands are excited. The dichroism inL4,5 related transi-
tions thus depends on the exchange splitting between
L6

11 and L6
12 final state bands, which in general will b

much smaller than in the initial state. Only for a nonvanis
ing exchange splitting in the upper bands do transitions
the two exchange-split final state bands take place a
slightly different value of the electron wave vector comp
nent perpendicular to the surfacek' . This will lead to a
dichroism, but only if there is a sizeable dispersion of t
lower bands. For either a vanishing exchange splitting of
final state bands or a vanishing dispersion of the initial s
bands there will be no dichroism. We therefore expect t
the contribution of theL4,5 bands to the total dichroism wil
be very small compared to that of theL6 bands. In addition,
it should decrease towards higher photon energies, bec
-
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the exchange splitting of the final state bands decreases
distance to the Fermi level. Considering the small energ
separation between two spin-orbit split bands ofL4,5 andL6

symmetry,22 the dichroism of the former will probably not b
observed in the experiment. The main dichroism will ar
from transitions involvingL6 initial state bands only. This is
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. In the bottom panel t
energetic positions of four bands withL6

31, L6
32, L4,5

3 1,
and L4,5

3 2 symmetry in the absence of hybridization a
marked by vertical lines. The influence of the spin-or
splitting is indicated by small arrows. In the case of vanis
ing final state exchange splitting, for parallel or antiparal
alignment of photon spins and magnetizationM , either the
L6

31 or the L6
32 bands, respectively, do not contribute

the photoemission spectrum. In the center panel of Fig
schematic intensity distribution curves for the two cases@s
and M parallel I (↑↑): solid line ands and M antiparallel
I (↑↓): dotted line# are shown. The difference between bo
is displayed in the top panel. It exhibits plus and minus pe
at the energetic positions ofL6

32 and L6
31 bands, respec-

tively.
The situation is summarized as follows: without hybri

ization between different bands, one of the two bands o
spin-orbit split majority~minority! doublet will give rise to a
positive ~negative! asymmetry. This intensity asymmetry
correlated to the symmetry character of the bands, and
flects directly the spin polarization in the absence of int
band hybridization. Note that if the spin-orbit interaction
small compared to the width of the peaks, measuring
dichroic difference will yield information equivalent to ex
plicitly measuring the spin polarization.

FIG. 1. Bottom: schematic representation of four bands
L6

32, L4,5
3 2, L4,5

3 1, andL6
31 symmetry contributing to the spec

tra in the totally symmetric geometry. The arrows indicate the sp
ting due to spin-orbit interaction. Center: schematic intensity dis
bution curves for parallel~solid line! and antiparallel alignmen
~dotted line! of photon spin and magnetization direction. Top: i
tensity difference of the spectra of the center panel. Plus and m
peaks are located at the energetic positions ofL6

32 and L6
31

bands.
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IV. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the results of the MCDAD measureme
On the left-hand side photoemission intensity curves at
ferent photon energies for parallel@ I (↑↑), solid lines# and
antiparallel alignment of photon spin and sample magnet
tion @ I (↑↓), dashed lines# are depicted. At 6 eV photon en
ergy a small peak at 0.3 eV binding energy is observ
superimposed on a large secondary electron backgroun
becomes more pronounced athn58 eV, and disperses to
wards higher binding energies with increasing photon
ergy. This peak is attributed to emission from Co 3d states.
The contribution of the Cu 3d states to the spectra is ex
pected at binding energies of 2 eV and higher.23,24 The in-
crease in intensity at the end of each spectrum marks ind
the shoulder of an intense Cu 3d peak, which shows a simi
lar dispersion with photon energy as does the Co peak.

The I (↑↑) and I (↑↓) spectra exhibit clear differences
which means that there is a pronounced magnetic dichro
Conventional photoemission, at that point, would deliv
only the summed average of both curves. From that alon
would be very hard to extract more information than just
general dispersion behavior, because any decompositio

FIG. 2. Left: Series of partial intensity spectra of 2 ML Cu
ML Co/Cu~111!, grown with Pb as a surfactant, for different photo
energieshn. Shown are spectra for parallel~solid lines! and anti-
parallel alignment~dotted lines! of photon spin and magnetizatio
direction. Right: differences between the partial spectra of the
hand side, scaled by a factor of 5~circles!. The solid lines are
smoothing splines to the data. The small vertical bars mark p
positions of plus and minus peaks.
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the peaks would require knowledge of the partial photoem
sion cross sections and the hole-lifetime broadening of
close-lying bands. The differential nature of MCDAD, how
ever, allows the precise separation of bands with differ
double-group symmetry. To illustrate this, the differenc
between the spectra of parallel and antiparallel alignmen
s andM from the left-hand side of Fig. 2 are depicted on t
right-hand side, magnified in intensity by an~arbitrary! fac-
tor of 5. Circles represent the experimental data and s
lines are the result of smoothing splines. At 6 eV phot
energy, a small but distinct plus-minus feature is made ou
binding energies of 0.2 and 0.4 eV for the minus and p
peaks, respectively. Both peaks shift towards higher bind
energy with increasing photon energy. The amplitude of
minus peak thereby increases, whereas the plus peak is
ting broader and less defined at photon energies betwee
and 20 eV. Possible reasons for this broadening of the
ference peaks will be discussed in Sec. V. Athn524 eV,
both peaks are again very pronounced and well defined, w
binding energies of 0.6 and 1.1 eV, respectively. At th
photon energy, the peak maxima reach values of25.8 and
2.5 % of the summed photoemission intensityI (↑↑)
1I (↑↓).

We now turn back to the analytical considerations of S
III. As discussed there, only the first terms of Eqs.~1! and~2!
should give sizeable contributions to the dichroism. Bands
L6

31 symmetry@first term of Eq.~2!# give a negative con-
tribution to the differenceI (↑↑)2I (↑↓) and bands of
L6

32 symmetry @first term of Eq.~1!# a positive one. We
therefore correlate the negative peak at lower binding en
gies to aL6

31 band, and the positive peak at higher bindi
energies to aL6

32 band. As already mentioned, withou
spin-orbit hybridization L6

31 means minority spin, and
L6

32 majority spin.
The peak positions of the two peaks in the differen

spectra of Fig. 2 are traced by small vertical bars, and
corresponding binding energies plotted in Fig. 3 as solid
angles versus the perpendicular component of the wave
tor k' . The latter was obtained by assuming a simple fr
electron-like final state dispersion with an inner potential
10 eV. The error bars reflect the accuracy with which t
energetic positions of the respective difference peaks ca
determined. Up~down! triangles correspond to the peak p
sitions of the plus~minus! peaks. They are connected in Fi
3 by solid~broken! lines, which serve as a guide to the ey
At higher photon energies, the transitions take place at lo
k values, i. e., nearer to theG point of the Brillouin zone.

Also shown in the inset of Fig. 3 is a fully relativisti
calculation of Ebert of the Co bulk band structure along
L axis and for an in-plane magnetization along the@110#
azimuth.25 Bands with predominant minority spin charact
are depicted as dotted lines, and bands with predomin
majority character as solid lines. Although the calculati
was done for an in-plane magnetization, we will label t
bands as in the case of perpendicular magnetization.
different symmetry of the in-plane and perpendicularly ma
netized system affects mainly the crossings between ba
and to a lesser amount the energetic positions of the i
vidual bands. Bands which have~in the case of perpendicula
magnetization! L6 double group symmetry and a predom

t-

k
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nant L3 spatial symmetry character, i.e.,L6
3 in our nomen-

clature, are emphasized by thick~dotted or solid! lines. As
outlined before, these bands are mainly responsible for
magnetic dichroism. The spin-orbit coupling lifts the ene
getic degeneration of the two-dimensionalL3 bands; this is
seen as splitting ofL3 bands of the nonrelativistic case in
two close-lying bands ofL6 andL4,5 double group symme
try, separated by the spin-orbit interaction, which in the
lence bands of the 3d transition metals is of the order of 10
meV.22

A region of spin-orbit induced hybridization as a cons
quence of avoided crossings between bands of iden
double group symmetry is present at about 15%GL. At this
position, the spin character as well as the spatial symm
are gradually exchanged between two bands ofL62 sym-
metry. This can be followed as the band depicted by a th
solid line (L6

32) turns into a thin dotted line (L6
12).

V. DISCUSSION

Comparing the experimentally observed dispersion of
plus and minus peaks of the asymmetry spectra~Fig. 3! with
the calculated bulk band structure~inset of Fig. 3!, the band
structure origin of the magnetic circular dichroism becom
immediately obvious. The dispersion of the minus peaks
the difference spectra with decreasing photon energy
plays directly the dispersion of the lower minority ban
(L6

31) with increasingk' away from theG point. The plus
peaks follow the dispersion of the lower majority ba
(L6

32), with little dispersion nearG, and an increasing up
wards dispersion when going fromG to L. The experimental
dispersion of the dichroic features is hence consistent w
the bulk band dispersion of fcc Co along theL axis. No

FIG. 3. Plot of the peak positions of the difference spectra fr
Fig. 2 as a function of electron wave vector perpendicular to
surface. Up~down! triangles denote positions of plus~minus! peaks
of the difference spectra.k values were obtained by assuming fre
electron-like final states with an inner potential of 10 eV. Lines
guides to the eye. The inset shows a fully relativistic band struc
calculation of Ebert~Ref. 25! ~see text!. Bands with predominan
majority ~minority! spin character are depicted as solid~dotted!
lines. Thick lines denote bands withL6

3 symmetry, which are re-
sponsible for the dichroism. Only these bands are mapped
MCDAD. The region probed by our experiment is indicated by
ellipse.
e
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features are observed indicating a band structure relate
hcp Co characterized by its reduced Brillouin zone and
doubled number of bands.8

As mentioned in the previous section, the plus peaks
the difference spectra at photon energies between 10 an
eV are rather broad and less pronounced compared to t
at photon energies below 10 or above 20 eV. One reason
this observation could be the above mentioned hybridiza
between bands ofL62 double group symmetry, and th
consequent simultaneous presence of two bands conta
L6

32 symmetry~cf. Fig. 3, inset!. In the hybridization re-
gion, the parabola shapedsp-like band contains a mixture o
L3 and L1 spatial symmetry~and hence also a mixture o
spin-up and spin-down character!. It is conceivable that not
only in the vicinity of theG point but also further away ther
is still a considerable portion ofL6

32 symmetry in that band.
This would contribute a positive signal at the binding ener
of that band to the dichroism, and could be a reason for
broad plus feature which is observed between 10 and 20
photon energy~Fig. 2!. At higher photon energies the tran
sitions occur nearer to theG point where these two bands a
closer in energy, whereas at lower photon energies region
k space are probed which are further away from the hyb
ization region. Both could account for the narrower peaks
these photon energies.

Another possible explanation for the broadening could
the influence of the lower majority band around 2 eV bindi
energy, which exhibits the same double group symme
and should hence contribute with the same~positive! sign to
the magnetic dichroism as the higher majority band.
smearing out of two plus peaks could as well give rise to
observed broad plus feature. The energetic separation o
two majority bands is larger for the two highest and the t
lowest photon energies, which would explain the better
fined plus peaks observed there.

The emission from the lower majority band is, howev
not well resolved in the photoemission intensity curves~left-
hand side of Fig. 2!. This may be due to a strongly enhanc
lifetime broadening at higher binding energies. Such a str
broadening of peaks at higher binding energy is not unus
for photoemission from thin film systems.5 The peak in the
spectrum ofhn58 eV around 1.6 eV binding energy, an
some of the intensity between the Co peak near the Fe
edge and the Cu 3d peak for photon energies up to 20 e
may be assigned to emission from that band. At higher bi
ing energies, as seen from Fig. 2, it is difficult to analyze
magnetic dichroism because of spin-dependent scatterin
spin-polarized substrate photoelectrons in the magnetic la
This spin-filter effect itself also generates a prominent ‘‘ma
netic dichroism.’’24 It should not be confused with the effec
of spin-dependent transport of the photoelectrons from
magnetic film itself mentioned in Sec. I, which may hamp
the analysis of spin-resolved measurements,5 because the lat-
ter effect has no influence on MCDAD. Whereas the form
only exists in films thin enough to permit the detection
substrate or seed layer photoelectrons, the latter is pre
also in bulk samples. The immunity of MCDAD with respe
to spin-dependent transport of the photoelectrons after e
tation must be counted as an advantage over spin-reso
photoemission.

Although the qualitative agreement between the cal
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lated band structure and the experimentally observed dis
sion of the dichroism features is very good, and clea
proves the interpretation in terms of relativistic band symm
tries as outlined in Sec. III, the exact energetic positions
the dispersion of the bands differ. The main discrepancy
tween experiment and theory concerns the energetic sep
tion between the upper and lowerd bands. In the experimen
the upper majority and the lower minority band are sampl
Near G we find binding energies for these bands of 1
60.1 and 0.660.1 eV, respectively. This is in good agre
ment with spin-resolved measurements of Co/Cu~111! films
at higher thicknesses, in which values of 1 and 0.7 eV w
obtained,7 although the separation between the bands
somewhat smaller than in our experiment. One has to kee
mind, however, that we are probing the binding energies
only one of each of the spin-orbit split pairs of band
whereas spin-resolved photoemission determines the ce
of both. This should yield a difference in the band separat
of the size of the spin-orbit splitting.22 From the band struc
ture calculation, binding energies of 0.9 and 0.7 eV are fou
at G for the positions of theL6

32 andL6
31 bands, respec

tively. The top of theL6
31 band, as found from our dichro

ism measurements, is located at a binding energy of 0
60.05 eV. In the calculation, it only reaches up to 0.4
belowEF . As a consequence of the larger band separatio
the experimental data, the crossing point between the
bands, in the calculation around 55%GL, is located at higher
k values in the experiment. At 65%GL, the highestk value
accessible to our range of photon energies, they are
separated.

In general the electronic properties of a 3 ML Co film
may very well deviate from bulk properties and lead to d
ferent binding energies of the states. We therefore cons
the observed band dispersion as an experimental re
which reflects the band structure of a 3 ML Co film, grown
with Pb as surfactant and sandwiched between Cu. Bes
the influence of the finite thickness, another reason for
quantitative discrepancy between experiment and the
could be that the exchange splitting of the upper band
somehow overestimated in the band structure calculat
Whereas the exchange splitting of the lower bands, 1.4 eV
identical to the one found with spin-resolved photoemissi
the exchange splitting of the upper bands is higher than
perimentally observed. Combining inverse photoemiss
data of Ref. 26 with the spin-resolved photoemission data
Ref. 7 results in an exchange splitting for the upper band
1.1560.15 eV.7 In the calculation, the average splitting
1.6 eV. This may be a hint towards the influence of ma
body effects on the photoemission spectra similar to the c
of Ni. It was already pointed out theoretically27 and shown
experimentally28 that the influence of many-body effec
may also be important in photoemission from Co ultrath
films.

Another aspect of the present result is that in films as t
as 3 ML there is already a bulklike band structure with
pronounced dispersion, which in our case is even sligh
stronger than in the corresponding bulk band structure ca
lation. On the first look it may be astonishing that in a fil
consisting of only three atomic layers there should be suc
strong dispersion; one would expect a strongly reduced b
r-
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width due to the reduced coordination of the surface a
interface atoms and the two-dimensional character of
film. None of this is observed. Spin-resolved photoemiss
of Co/Cu~111! revealed a bulklike behavior of Co 3d states
already at coverages as low as 2 ML.7 In a recent study
Mankey et al. showed that angular distributions of phot
electrons of Ni/Cu~001! exhibited bulklike electronic disper
sion even in films as thin as 1.2 ML.29 This is attributed to
hybridization of the electronic states with the substrate. Fo
small lattice mismatch between substrate and film, suc
hybridization imposes the Bloch periodicity of the substra
on the electronic wave functions in the film. We suggest t
in our Co/Cu~111! films a similar hybridization between C
and Cu states is also the origin of the strongk' dispersion.
As in the ultrathin Ni films29 no narrowing of thed bands
with respect to the bulk band structure is observed. The e
tronic structure of Co and Cu is very similar, differing pr
marily in band fitting, and the lattice mismatch is only 1.8%
This favors the hybridization of certain substrate and fi
states, which leads to the development of the characteris
of a bulk electronic structure in the ultrathin film.

VI. CONCLUSION

A magnetic dichroism study of the electronic properties
epitaxial Co/Cu~111!, grown with Pb as a surfactant, wa
performed. The experimental dispersion of dichroism pe
and its coincidence with expected band dispersions fr
band structure calculations leads to several conclusio
First, the theoretical description of the dichroism in terms
direct transitions between valence bands of different dou
group symmetries, as outlined in Sec. III, is appropriate
the conclusive and consistent interpretation of all of the
perimental MCDAD data. The analytical expressions of R
6 link peaks in the difference spectra to the symmetry
valence bands. This was experimentally verified also for
threefold surface of Co/Cu~111!, where the content of infor-
mation of intensity spectra for opposite orientation of lig
helicity and magnetization direction is comparable to exp
itly spin-resolved photoemission measurements. Second
varying the photon energy the dispersion of the participat
bands could be mapped. In 3 ML perpendicularly mag
tized Co~111! films the observed dichroism yields the dispe
sion of bulklike bands. No band narrowing with respect
bulk band structure calculations is found. This is attributed
hybridization with the substrate periodic electronic stat
Third, the experimentally observed band structure points
wards an fcc structure of the Co film. No indications for t
presence of hcp Co were found. Fourth, the relative energ
position of the upper majority and lower minorityd band is
slightly different with respect to band structure calculation25

and previously published photoemission data.7 The higher
separation at theG point between these two bands found he
may be a hint towards the influence of many body effec
Altogether, the present work demonstrates the capability
magnetic circular dichroism in valence-band photoemiss
for electronic band structure investigations of magnetic t
films. The differential nature of the effect makes it insen
tive to contributions of nonmagnetic overlayers, whi
should in principle also allow for the study of buried ma
netic layers, e.g., in devices or multilayered stacks.
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